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The convex hull of a setK in space consists of points which are, in a certain sense, “surrounded” byK.
WhenK is a closed curve, we define its higher hulls, consisting of points which are “multiply surrounded” by
the curve. Our main theorem shows that if a curve is knotted then it has a nonempty second hull. This provides
a new proof of the F́ary/Milnor theorem that every knotted curve has total curvature at least4π.

A space curve must loop around at least twice to become
knotted. This intuitive idea was captured in the celebrated
Fáry/Milnor theorem, which says the total curvature of a knot-
ted curveK is at least4π. We prove a stronger result: that
there is a certain region of space doubly enclosed, in a precise
sense, byK. We call this region the second hull ofK.

The convex hull of a connected setK is characterized by
the fact that every plane through a point in the hull must in-
teresectK. If K is a closed curve, then a generic plane inter-
sectsK an even number of times, so the convex hull is the set
of points through which every plane cutsK twice. Extending
this, we introduce a definition which measures the degree to
which points are enclosed byK: a pointp is said to be in the
nth hull of K if every plane throughp intersectsK at least2n
times.

A space curve is convex and planar if and only if it has
the two-piece property: every plane cuts it into at most two
pieces. This has been generalized by Kuiper (among others;
see [CC97]) in the study of tight and taut submanifolds. It was
Milnor [Mil50] who first observed that for a knotted curve,
there are planes in every direction which cut it four times.

Our main theorem strengthens this to find points through
which every plane cuts the knot four times. More precisely,
it says that any curveK with a knotted inscribed polygon (in
particular any knotted curved of finite total curvature) has a
nonempty second hull, as shown for a trefoil in Figure 1. Fur-
thermore, in a certain sense, this hull must extend across the
knot: Using quadrisecants, we get an alternate approach to
second hulls, and in particular we show that the second hull
of a generic prime knotK is not contained in any embedded
normal tube aroundK.

We use some ideas from integral geometry to show that the
total curvature of a space curve with nonemptynth hull is at
least2πn. Thus, our theorem provides an alternate proof of
the F́ary/Milnor theorem.

We do not yet know any topological knot type which is
guaranteed to have a nonempty third hull, though we suspect
that this is true for the (3,4)–torus knot (see Figure 5). It would
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Figure 1: This figure shows the second hull of a trefoil knot, the
shaded region in the center of the knot, from two perspectives. Every
plane which intersects second hull must cut the knot at least four
times. The region shown is only a numerical approximation to the
true second hull of this knot; we expect the true second hull to be
smoother. (The trefoil shown here is a critical point—and presumed
minimizer—for the M̈obius-invariant knot energy of Freedman, He
and Wang [FHW94].)

be interesting to find, forn ≥ 3, computable topological in-
variants of knots which imply the existence of nonemptynth

hulls.
Our definition of higher hulls is appropriate only for curves,

that is, for one-dimensional submanifolds ofRd. Although we
can imagine similar definitions for higher-dimensional sub-
manifolds, we have had no reason yet to investigate these. For
0-dimensional submanifolds, that is, finite point setsX ⊂ Rd,
Cole, Sharir and Yap [CSY87] introduced the notion of the
k-hull of X, which is the result of removing fromRd all half-
spaces containing fewer thank points ofX. Thus it is the
set of pointsp for which every closed half-space withp in the
boundary contains at leastk points ofX. Although we did
not know of their work when we first formulated our defini-
tion, our higher hulls for curves are similar in spirit.

1. DEFINITIONS AND CONVENTIONS

By a closed curve inRd, we mean a continuous map of
a circle, up to reparametrization. Subject to the conventions
introduced below about the counting of intersections, it is easy
to define thenth hull.
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Definition. If K is an oriented closed curve inRd, itsnth hull
hn(K) is the set of pointsp ∈ Rd such thatK cuts every
hyperplane throughp at leastn times in each direction.

In this definition, we basically count the intersections of
K with a planeP by counting the number of components of
the pullback ofK ∩ P to the domain circle. If the intersec-
tions are transverse, then (thinking ofP as horizontal) we find
equal numbers of upward and downward intersections; the to-
tal number of intersections (if nonzero) equals the number of
components ofK r P (again counted in the domain).

To handle nontransverse intersections, we adopt the follow-
ing conventions. First, ifK ⊂ P , we sayK cutsP once in
either direction. IfK ∩ P has infinitely many components,
then we sayK cutsP infinitely often. Otherwise, each con-
nected component of the intersection is preceded and followed
by open arcs inK, with each lying to one side ofP . An up-
ward intersection will mean a component ofK ∩ P preceded
by an arc belowP or followed by an arc aboveP . (Similarly,
a downwardintersection will mean a component preceded by
an arc aboveP or followed by an arc belowP .) A glancing
intersection, preceded and followed by arcs on the same side
of P , thus counts twice, as both an upward and a downward
intersection.

With these conventions, it is easy to see that an arc whose
endpoints are not in a planeP intersectsP an even number
of times if the endpoints are on the same side ofP and an
odd number of times otherwise. For a closed curve, there are
always equal numbers of intersections in each direction.

We will later apply the same definition to disconnected
curvesL, like links. In that context, of course, the number
of intersections ofL with P cannot simply be counted as the
number of components ofLr P .

2. THE SECOND HULL OF A KNOTTED CURVE

In order to prove that any knot has a second hull, we start
with some basic lemmas aboutnth hulls.

Lemma 1. For any curveK, each connected component of its
nth hull hn(K) is convex. Furthermore,hn(K) ⊂ hn−1(K).

Proof. Let C be a connected component ofhn(K). If q is a
point in its convex hull, then by connectedness, any planeP
throughq must meetC at some pointp. ThusP is also a plane
throughp ∈ C ⊂ hn(K), soP meetsK at least2n times. By
definition, then,q ∈ hn(K). The second part of the statement
then follows from the definition ofhn.

A useful lemma allows us to simplify a given curve, with
control on its higher hulls.

Lemma 2. LetK∗ be the result of replacing some subarcΓ
ofK by the straight segmentS connecting its endpointsp, q.
No plane cutsK∗ more often than it cutsK, sohn(K∗) ⊂
hn(K).

Proof. Let P be any plane. IfK∗ ∩ P has infinitely many
components then so doesK ∩P . So we may assumeK∗ ∩P

has only a finite number of components. The generic case
is whenp, q /∈ P . If they are on the same side ofP , then
S missesP and there is nothing to prove. Otherwise,S has
a unique intersection withP , but Γ must also have cutP at
least once.

The other cases require us to invoke our conventions for
counting intersections, and thus require a bit more care. First
supposep, q ∈ P . If K∗ ⊂ P , this counts as two intersec-
tions, but by our conventionsK cutsP a nonzero even num-
ber of times, hence at least twice. Otherwise, letA be the
component ofK∗ ∩ P containingS. It counts as one or two
intersections withP , depending on whether points just before
and afterA are on different sides ofP or the same side. But
the corresponding arc ofK then cutsP a nonzero odd or even
number of times respectively, hence at least as often asA does.

Next, supposep ∈ P andq is aboveP . LetA be the com-
ponent ofK∩P containingp, and consider the arc ofK from
a pointr just beforeA to q. This arc cutsP a nonzero odd or
even number of times ifr is below or aboveP , but then the
corresponding arc inK∗ intersectsP once or twice, respec-
tively.

In any case,K∗ has at most as many intersections asK did
with the arbitrary planeP . The final statement of the lemma
then follows from the definition ofhn.

We will need to locate regions of space which can be said
to contain the knottedness ofK.

Definition. We say that an (open) half-spaceH essentially
containsa knotK if it containsK, except for possibly a single
point or a single unknotted arc.

Note that ifH essentially containsK, thenK cuts∂H at
most twice. Thus, we canclip K to H, replacing the single
arc (if any) outsideH by the segment in∂H connecting its
endpoints. The resulting knot clH(K) is isotopic toK, and is
contained inH.

Our key lemma now shows that essential half-spaces re-
main essential under clipping:

Lemma 3. LetK∗ := clH(K) be the clipping of a knotK
to some half-spaceH which essentially contains it. Then any
half-spaceH ′ which essentially containsK will also essen-
tially containK∗.

Proof. We must show that eitherH ′ containsK∗, or the single
arc of this new knot outsideH ′ is unknotted. IfH ′ contains
K then, sinceK∗ lies within the convex hull ofK, H ′ must
containK∗, and we are done.

Otherwise, consider the single arc ofK outsideH ′, and
count how many of its endpoints are outsideH. The differ-
ent cases are illustrated in Figure 2. If both endpoints are
outsideH, again we findH ′ containsK∗. If neither is, the
unknotted arc ofK outsideH ′ has an unknotted subarc out-
sideH, which gets replaced with an isotopic segment in∂H.
So the arc ofK∗ outsideH ′ is unknotted, as desired.

Finally, we must consider the case where one endpoint of
the arc is withinH and one is outsideH. This implies that
the half-spaces are not nested, but divide space into four quad-
rants, withK winding once around their intersection line. The
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Figure 2: This figure shows the three cases of interest in the proof of Lemma 3. On the left, we see the case where both intersections ofK
with ∂H ′ occur outsideH. In the center, we see the case where both intersections ofK with ∂H ′ occurinsideH. On the right, we see the
case whereK intersects∂H ′ once inside and once outsideH. In each figure, the segments in∂H and∂H ′ replacing unknotted subarcs ofK
whenK is clipped to these planes are drawn in lightly. The half-spaceH is below the horizontal plane∂H, while the half-spaceH ′ is to the
left of the vertical plane∂H ′.

knotK is a connect sum of four arcs, in these quadrants. The
sum of the two arcs outsideH is trivial, as is the sum of the
two outsideH ′. So in fact all the knotting happens in the one
quadrantH ∩H ′. But now, the arc ofK∗ outsideH ′ consists
of the original unknotted arc in one quadrant, plus a straight
segment within∂H; thus it is unknotted.

For the proof of our theorem, we will need to decompose
a knot into its prime pieces, but only when this can be done
with a flat plane.

Definition. We say that a knotK in R3 is geometrically com-
positeif there is a planeP (cuttingK twice) which decom-
posesK into two nontrivial connect summands. Otherwise,
we sayK is geometrically prime. Note that a (topologically)
prime knot is necessarily geometrically prime.

Main Theorem. If K is any space curve with a knotted in-
scribed polygon, then its second hullh2(K) is nonempty.

Proof. We can replaceK by the knotted inscribed polygon,
and by Lemma 2 its second hull can only shrink. IfK is now
geometrically composite, we can replace it by one of its two
summands, and by Lemma 2 again its second hull will only
shrink. Because the polygonalK is tame, we need only do
this a finite number of times, and so we may assume thatK is
geometrically prime.

Let A :=
⋂
H H be the intersection of the closures of all

the half-spacesH essentially containingK. We claim that
any planeP through a pointp in A cutsK at least four times.
If not, P would cutK twice. BecauseK is geometrically
prime,P cannot splitK into two nontrivial summands. So
P must be the boundary of an essential half-spaceH. We
will construct a parallel half-spaceH ′ strictly contained inH
which still essentially containsK. Sincep /∈ H ′ andp ∈ A,
this is a contradiction.

If K is not contained inH, there are two edges ofK which
start inH but end outsideH (possibly onP ). Let v andw
be their endpoints inH, andΓ be the subarc ofK betweenv
andw in H. If K ⊂ H, let Γ = K. In either case,Γ is a
compact subset ofH, and so is contained in a smaller parallel

half-spaceH ′ which essentially containsK. This completes
the proof of the claim.

Since planes throughA cutK four times,A ⊂ h2(K) ⊂
h1(K), and we can write

A =
⋂
H

(
H ∩ h1(K)

)
.

This exhibitsA as an infinite intersection of compact sets. To
show it is nonempty, it suffices to prove that any finite in-
tersection is nonempty (using the finite intersection property
for compact sets). So supposeH1, . . . ,HN are half-spaces
essentially containingK. Clipping the knot successively to
these half-spaces, we defineK0 = K andKi = clHi(Ki−1).
SinceK is essentially contained in everyHj , this is also true
inductively for each of theKi, using Lemma 3. ThusKN , a
knot isotopic toK, is contained in

N⋂
1

Hi ∩ h1(K),

showing this to be nonempty, as desired.

Note that our setsH ∩ h1(K) are convex. Therefore, we
could appeal to Helly’s theorem instead of the finite intersec-
tion property: as soon as any four of these compact convex
sets have nonempty intersection, they all do. But the proof
given above is no simpler for the special caseN = 4.

We expect that the setA used in the proof is always a con-
nected component ofh2(K). This essential pieceA ⊂ h2(K)
is the intersection of all halfspaces essentially containingK,
just ash1(K) is the intersection of all halfspaces containing
K. We note also that the only place we used the assumption
about polygons was to show that bounding planes ofA must
cut the knot four times, and thus that all ofA, and not merely
its (possibly empty) interior, is inh2(K).

Using Milnor’s definition of total curvature for arbitrary
curves, our theorem applies to any knot of finite total curva-
ture:

Corollary. A knotted space curve of finite total curvature has
nonempty second hull.
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Proof. A lemma of Milnor [Mil50] shows that any curve of
finite total curvature has an isotopic inscribed polygon, so our
main theorem applies.

3. LINKS

If we apply our definition ofnth hull to linksL, that is, to
unions of closed curves in space, then it is no longer neces-
sarily true thath1(L) is the entire convex hull ofL. However,
Lemma 1 shows thath1(L) contains the convex hull of each
component. In Figure 3 we show an example where both in-
clusions are strict.

Figure 3: This figure shows two round circles forming an unlinkL
in the plane. The convex hull ofL is bounded by a stadium curve.
Its first hull h1(L), however, consists only of the hulls of the two
components along with the four shaded triangular regions. These are
bounded by the four lines tangent to both circles.

For links we can easily find points in higher hulls by inter-
secting the hulls of different components. The next lemma is
immediate from the definitions:

Lemma 4. If A andB are links, then

hm(A) ∩ hn(B) ⊂ hm+n(A ∪B)

for all m,n > 0.

This allows us to extend our theorem to the case of links.

Corollary. Any nontrivial link (of finite total curvature) has a
nonempty second hull.

Proof. If the link contains a knotted component, we use the
theorem. Otherwise it must contain two componentsA andB
whose convex hulls intersect, and we use the last lemma.

For a Hopf link whose two components are plane curves,
Lemma 4 is sharp: the second hull consists exactly of the seg-
ment along which the convex hulls of the components inter-
sect. This shows that the second hull of a link can have zero
volume. We conjecture that this never happens for knots.

4. CONE ANGLES

We originally became interested in second hulls while
attempting to improve lower bounds on the ropelength of

knots [CKS02]. We wanted to find points in space from which
a knot has large cone angle, or visual angle.

Lemma 5. If p ∈ hn(K) then the cone fromp toK has cone
angle at least2πn.

Proof. Consider the radial projectionK ′ of K to the unit
sphere aroundp. By the definition ofhn, K ′ intersects each
great circle at least2n times. But the length of a spherical
curve, using integral geometry as in the proof of Fenchel’s
theorem, equalsπ times its average number of intersections
with great circles (see [Mil50]). Thus the length ofK ′, which
is the cone angle ofK atp, is at least2πn.

Corollary. If K is a nontrivial knot or link (of finite total
curvature), there is some pointp from whichK has cone angle
at least4π.

For our application to ropelength, however, we needed to
know more. IfK has thicknessτ , that is, if a normal tube of
radiusτ aroundK is embedded, then the cone pointp can be
chosen outside this tube. We will see below, using quadrise-
cants, that for generic prime knots, the second hull does ex-
tend outside this thick tube, as desired.

However, a different argument gives4π cone points for ar-
bitrary links: Brian White has a version of the monotonic-
ity theorem for minimal surfaces with boundary [Whi96]. As
he points out in work with Ekholm and Wienholtz [EWW02,
Thm. 1.3], it shows directly that if we spanK with a mini-
mal surface, andp is a point where this surface intersects it-
self, then the cone angle fromp to K is at least4π. In fact,
this result was originally proved in 1983 by Gromov [Gro83,
Thm. 8.2.A].

The set of points from which the cone angle to a curveK is
at least2π has been called thevisual hull, and is a superset of
the convex hull. (See [Gro83, Gag80].) We might call the set
where cone angle is at least4π thesecond visual hull; as we
have mentioned, this set contains our second hull. Gromov’s
result, reproved by our corollary above, is that any knot has a
nonempty second visual hull.

We have shown [CKS02] that ifK is a thick knot, then the
self-intersection curve of a minimal spanning disk must go
outside the tube of radiusτ , as shown in Figure 4, giving us
what we needed: a point far from the knot with large cone
angle. We note that self-intersection points of a minimal sur-
face need not be in the second hull of its boundary curve, as
demonstrated by the second example in Figure 4, though they
are necessarily in the second visual hull.

5. BRIDGE NUMBER AND TOTAL CURVATURE

We can define thehull numberof a link to be the largestn
for which thenth hull is nonempty (and the hull number of a
link type to be the minimum over all representatives). Perhaps
sufficiently complicated link types have hull number greater
than two, but we know of no way to prove this. We can get an
easy upper bound:

Proposition. The hull number of any link is bounded above
by its bridge number.
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Figure 4: This figure shows two immersed minimal disks, one
bounded by a trefoil knot and the other bounded by an unknot. By
White’s version of the monotonicity theorem for minimal surfaces,
the cone angle to the boundary from any point on the line of self-
intersection of either disk is at least4π. In the trefoil above, this line
is contained within the second hull. For the unknotted curve below,
the second hull is empty, and so the line of self-intersections is in the
second visual hull, but not in the second hull.

Proof. To sayL is a link of bridge numbern means there is
some height function with justnminima andnmaxima. Thus
L will have empty(n+ 1)st hull, because it cuts no horizontal
plane more than2n times.

Note that we don’t always have equality, at least for com-
posite links. For instance, the connect sum of two 2-bridge
links (like Hopf links or trefoil knots) has bridge number
three. But obvious configurations, where each summand is
in its 2-bridge presentation and they are well separated ver-
tically, have empty third hull. Perhaps any prime 3-bridge
knot has nonempty third hull as in Figure 5: certainly there
are planes in every direction which are cut six times by the
knot. To extend our proof to this case, we might need to con-
sider the notion of thin position for knots, as introduced by
Gabai [Gab87] and studied by Thompson [Tho97].

Milnor’s version [Mil50] of the F́ary/Milnor theorem says
that the total curvature of a knot is greater than2π times its
bridge number; by our proposition, the same is true replacing
bridge number by hull number. Since our main theorem says

Figure 5: This presumed M̈obius-energy-minimizing configuration
(from [KS97]) of the(3, 4)-torus knot819, has a small but nonempty
third hull. We do not know whether every configuration of819 has
nonempty third hull. This knot and the button knot818 are the first
prime3-bridge knots in Rolfsen’s table [Rol76]. As in Figure 1, we
show a numerical approximation of the third hull, and we expect that
the true hull is somewhat smoother.

hull number is at least two for a nontrivial knot, this provides
an alternate proof of F́ary/Milnor.

The following lemma, which also appears in [EWW02],
when combined with Lemma 5, gives yet another proof of
Fáry/Milnor.

Lemma 6. The cone angle of a knotK, from any point, is at
most the total curvature ofK.

Proof. Applying Gauss-Bonnet to the cone itself, we see that
the cone angle equals the total geodesic curvature ofK in
the cone, which is no greater than the total curvature ofK in
space.

Fáry’s proof [F́ar49] of the F́ary/Milnor theorem showed
that the total curvature of a space curve is the average total
curvature of its planar projections, and that any knot projec-
tion has total curvature at least4π. In fact, his proof of the
latter statement actually showed that any knot projection has
nonempty second hull.

When we first started to think about second hulls, we red-
erived this result, not knowing Fáry’s proof. We hoped that
perhaps a curve whose projections all had nonempty second
hulls would necessarily also have one, but never succeeded
in this line of argument. The next lemma does give a sort of
converse, relating hulls and projections.

Lemma 7. If K is a closed curve inRd, andΠ is any orthog-
onal projection toRd−1, thenΠ(hn(K)) ⊂ hn(Π(K)).

Proof. Call the projection direction “vertical”. IfP is a hy-
perplane inRd−1 throughp ∈ Π(hn(K)), then the vertical
hyperplaneΠ−1P in Rd passes through a point inhn(K), so
K cuts it2n times. ThusΠ(K) cutsP at least2n times.

This lemma explains why, for instance, the projected third
hull in Figure 5 must lie entirely within the central bigon of
the knot projection.
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6. QUADRISECANTS AND SECOND HULLS

Any knot or link in space has a quadrisecant, that is, a
straight line which intersects the link four times. This was
first proved by Pannwitz [Pan33] for generic polygonal links;
the full result is due to Kuperberg [Kup94]. Quadrisecants can
be used to prove a thickened version of our theorem. In par-
ticular, the middle segment of a quadrisecant forK often lies
in the second hull ofK.

In the case of links, if there are two componentsA and
B with nonzero linking number, Pannwitz [Pan33] (and later
Morton and Mond [MM82]) showed that there is anABAB
quadrisecant, meaning one where the components are seen in
that order along the secant line. The entire mid-segment then
lies in the intersection of the convex hulls ofA andB, and
thus inh2(A ∪ B). For the thickened version, simply note
that this mid-segment starts inside the tube aroundA and ends
inside the disjoint one aroundB, so it must leave the tubes
altogether in the middle.

For knots, we can compare the linear ordering of the four
intersection points (along the quadrisecant line) with their cir-
cular ordering (along the knot). Viewed from a point on the
mid-segment of a quadrisecant, the four intersection points
lie (two each) at the north and south poles of the visual
sphere. There are two possibilities, which we callNNSS and
NSNS. The mid-segment of anNSNS quadrisecant forK
will be contained in the second hull ofK: if we projectK to
the unit sphere around a point on the mid-segment, the pro-
jected curve cuts every great circle four times, since it visits
the poles in the orderNSNS. Thus the following conjecture
would give an alternate proof of our main theorem.

Conjecture. Any nontrivial knot has anNSNS quadrise-
cant.

Elizabeth Denne has already made good progress towards
proving this conjecture as part of her doctoral dissertation at
the University of Illinois. She makes use of ideas from Pan-
nwitz [Pan33], Kuperberg [Kup94] and Schmitz [Sch98].

For generic polynomial curves in prime knot classes, we
can prove a thickened version of our theorem using Kuper-
berg’s notion of an essential (or “topologically nontrivial”)
quadrisecant [Kup94].

Definition. A secantS of K is trivial if its endpoints are on
the same component ofK, dividing it into arcsX andY , and
if one of the two circlesS ∪ X, S ∪ Y spans a disk whose
interior avoidsK. The disk may intersectS and itself. A
quadrisecant isessentialif neither the mid-segment nor either
end-segment is trivial.

We start by proving a lemma about secants of unknots.

Lemma 8. LetK be an unknot. Any secant ofK is trivial on
either side.

Proof. Suppose thatS is a secant ofK. Pick either one of the
arcs ofK joining the endpoints ofS. We will show that the
closed curveC formed by joining this arc toS bounds a disk
disjoint fromK. We begin the disk by constructing an embed-
ded ribbon bounded byC and a parallel curve,C ′, chosen so

Figure 6: This figure shows an essential quadrisecant of a particular
configuration of a trefoil knot. By Lemma 9, the mid-segment of
this quadrisecant is contained within the second hull ofK. In fact,
this quadrisecant isNSNS as well, so our earlier argument gives
an alternate proof that the mid-segment is in the second hull ofK.
Since this is the same configuration of trefoil knot used in Figure 1,
it is interesting to compare this picture with the image of the entire
second hull.

that the linking number ofK andC ′ is zero. By the definition
of linking number, this implies thatC ′ is homologous to zero
in the complement ofK. SinceK is the unknot,C ′ is there-
fore homotopicto zero in the complement ofK. Thus,C ′

bounds a disk disjoint fromK. Joining this disk to the ribbon
completes the proof.

Lemma 9. LetK be a geometrically prime knot. The mid-
segment of any essential quadrisecant forK is contained in
the second hull ofK.

Proof. Let Q be a quadrisecant ofK; if its mid-segment is
not contained in the second hull, there is a planeP that meets
the mid-segment ofQ and meetsK only twice. BecauseK
is geometrically prime, it is trivial on one side ofP . LetK∗

be the unknotted arc on this side, completed with a straight
line segment inP . By Lemma 8, the end-segmentS of Q on
this side is trivial with respect toK∗. That is,S together with
one arc ofK∗ bounds a diskD whose boundary is disjoint
from P .

By design,D does not intersectK∗, but it may crossP and
intersectK rK∗. We claim that we can simplifyD so that it
does not crossP . Thus the secantS of Q is inessential with
respect toK.

To check the claim, considerD as a map from the stan-
dard disk toR3. In general position, the inverse image ofP
is a collection of circles, and we can cut off the disk at the
outermost circles. We knowD is interior-disjoint from all of
K∗, including the line segment lying inP . ButD may inter-
sectP in a complicated loopL that encircles the pair of points
K ∩P many times. In this case, after cuttingD along this cir-
cle, we attach not a flat disk inP but instead a bigger disk that
avoidsK.
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Lemma 10. The mid-segment of an essential quadrisecant for
K leaves any embedded normal tube aroundK.

Proof. If not, it would be isotopic within the tube to part of the
core curve, that is, to one arc ofK, contradicting the definition
of essential.

The result of [Kup94], that a generic polynomial link has
an essential quadrisecant, combined with the last two lemmas,
proves the thickened version of our theorem, for generic prime
knots:

Theorem. If K is a generic polynomial representative of a
prime knot class, andT is an open embedded normal tube
aroundK, thenh2(K)r T is nonempty.

7. OTHER AMBIENT SPACES

We have been assuming that our knots lie in Euclidean
spaceR3. However, our notion of second hull is not a met-
ric notion but rather a projective notion, depending only on
incidence relations of planes.

It follows that our definition applies in hyperbolic spaceH3,
and that any knotted curve inH3 has a nonempty second hull:
Simply embed hyperbolic space, in Klein’s projective model,
in a ball inR3. Then the hyperbolic second hull of any curve
is the Euclidean second hull of its image in the model.

Recently, two proofs have been given showing that the
Fáry/Milnor theorem holds for knots in any Hadamard man-
ifold, that is, any simply connected manifold of nonpositive
curvature. Alexander and Bishop [AB98] find a sequence
of inscribed polygons limiting to a quadruply covered seg-
ment, while Schmitz [Sch98] comes close to constructing a
quadrisecant. Arguments like either of these could be used to
give alternate proofs of our theorem in Euclidean space.

We thus suspect that there should be some notion of second
hull for curves in Hadamard manifolds. The problem is that
there is no natural way to extend our definition, because there
is no analog of a plane in this general context. If some reason-
able definition for second hull can be found so that Lemma 2
remains true, then there should be no problem proving that
knots have nonempty second hulls.
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